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P AlRWlSE LINDELOF BITOPOLOGICAL SPACES 

By lvan L. Reilly 

In a recent paper Fletcher. Hoyle and Patty [1] introduced the concept of 

painvise compactness for bitφological spaces. ln this note we extend this concept 

to a larger class of bitoφlogical spaces. called pairwise Lindelof spaces, and 

prove some results which have well known topological ana.lo.맹es. Bitopological 

notions not defined here are ta.ken from kelly [2]. Some of the results of this 

paper were annolIDced in [5]. 

DEFINITION 1. A cover of a bitopolo빙cal space (X. 킹， 킹) is pair뼈se open if 

its elements are members of 칸 or 킹. and 표 it contains at 1않양 one nonempty 

member of each of 칸 and 캉. 

DEFINITION 2. (X. 칸， 킹) is patOrwtOse 생d깅01 (pat
O

썼'se compact) if each 

pairwise open cover of (X • ..9í. 킹) has a countable (finite) subcover. 

Clearly. any pairwise compact space is pairwise Lindelof. 

EXAMPLE 1. Let X = [α .0]. ..9í be the discrete topology on X and 킹 be the 

topology {rþ, X. (a,.Q] for each aεX}. Then (x, 칸， ..92') is pait wise Lindelof. lf 

Z! is any pairwise open cover of x. there is an aCX such that (a..Q] E Z!, and 

hence Z! has a subcover of cardinality not gr않ter than a+ 1. Ho￦"ever， (X, 칸) 

is uncountable and discr.앙e and hence not Lindelof. (X. 걷) is Lindelof. indeed 

compact. Furthel more, (X. 칸， 킹) is n야 pairwise compact. 

EXAMPLE 2. L양 x= [0, .0) , 칸 be the ordinal topol뺑 on X and 킹 be the 

top이ogy {rþ, X , (0, Q), (0. a] for each aEX}. Then (X, .9í'") is not Lindelof. as it 

is regular but not paracompact, while (X. 킹) is Lindelof. indeed compact. 

Moreover, (X, 칸， 킹) is not p려rwise Lindelof, since any pairwise open cover 

of X is a 칸 open Cover as 킹C칸. 

EXAMPLE 3. ln Example 2 change ..92' tothe topology {fþ, X, (a, .0) for eachaE 

X}. Then ..92'ζ칸， 칸 is not Lindelof. but (X, 칸， 걷) is pairwi않 Lindelof, since 

any pairwise open Cover contains a set of the fOI rn (a •. Q) whose complement 
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10. a] is ..9'í Lindelof. 

DEFINITION 3. (Pahk and- Choi [4]) A bitopolo밍cal space (X, 져， 킹) is 

ψ'airwise cozmtably compact if eveη countable pait wise 0야n cover of (X, 칸， 킹) 
has a finite subcover. 

) 

The proofs of the next t￦o results are straight forward. 

PROPOSITION 1. 1 n a pair쩌se Lindelof space. pairwise countable compactness is 

eqztjν'alent to pairwise comþactness. 

PROPOSITION 2. The paz"rwise continuous z"rnage of a pai1’wise Lindelof sþace is 

paz":γwise Lindelof. 

PROPOSITION 3. Any second countable bitoþological space (that is, a bzïoþological 

space in zνhich both tOþologz"es are second countable) is pairwise Lindelof. 

PROOF" In the space (X, 컨， 킹) let {Bπ} 응l and {Cm}￡=1 be countab1e bases 

for 적 and .J; respectively, and Z! = {U a : α ε A} be a pairwise open cover of X. 

Let N be the set of integers n such that BnCUa for some U a EZ!n칸. and M 

the set of integers m such that CmCU a fot some U aEZ!n.J;. Denote by V n one 

{)f the U a in Z!n칸 such that BnCU a' and by W m one of the U a in Z! n쭈 such 

that C
7I
,CU a. Then Z!싹= {Vn : 7zεN} U {W m : mEM} is a cOllDta:hle subcover of Z! 

for X. Let xεX. Since Z! covers X there is a U ßε~ such that xεUß• Now Uß 
is either 컨 open or 킹 open. If U ß is 적 opcn, there is an int않:er k such that 

X드B kCU ß' so that kEN. Hence. there is a set V k드Z!률 such that xEB kCV k. A 

similar argument suffices if U ß is ι;; open. 

PROPOSITION 4. lf (X. 칸， 주) is pairwise Lindelof and A is a proþer sz，φset 

-of X ψhich is ..9'í closed then A is pair따se Lindelof and 킹 Lindelof. 

PROOF. L양 Z! be any paiI wise open cover of (A, 칸 IA. 걷IA). Then ~U {(X 

-A)} induces a paitwise open cover of (X. 적， 걷) which has a countable sub

cover and hence so does Z!. 

Let 찢 be any 킹 open cover of A. Th밍1 찢U{(X-A)} is a pairwise open 

cover of (X. 칸， 킹) which has a countable subcover. and hence so does 쫓. 

THEOREM 1. lf (X. 킹， 킹) is pairwise ü"ndelof and pairwise regμlar then it 

is 양'at"rwz"se normal. 

PROOF. Let A be a 칸 closed subset of X and B be a 킹 closed subset of X 
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disjoint from A. If A=X or B=X, the proof is trivial. Otherwise A and B are 
proper subsets of X. Let x be any point of B. Since ..9í is regular WÏth respect 

to 킹， there is a 칸 open set U" such that xεU% and (.킹 cl U,,)nA=ø. 

(Throughout this paper 쪽 cl A denotes the . ..92" closure of the set A.) Thus Z! = 

{U" : .xεB} is a 적 open cover of B which is 쭈 closed a.nd hence, by proposition 

4, 칸 Lindelof. so there is a countable subcover {U l' U 2' …} of zr for B such 

that (킹 cl Ui ) nA=ø for each positive integer i. By a similar argument, there 

is a countable ..92" 0야n cover {V l' V 2' ……} for A such that for each positive 

integer j (칸 cl Vj) nB=ø. 

If W，2=κ-u {쪽 clU.} and Ym=Um-U {칸 cl V;} , then W n is 쭈 open and 
“ , .. i~n ‘ … …;-:;;'1.π , ,. 

Y m is ..9í open, where m and n are arbitrarγ positive integer& Then Wt nuj=￠ 

for j드x， and YjζUj' so that wllnYj=ø for j달. Similarly, YjnwlI=ø for n드j， 

so that Wnny m=ø for all m and n. Now {Vn} is a ..92" open cover for A and no 

set of the fOUil 킹 cl Ui contains points of A, so that {때 is a ..92' open cover 

for A. Thus AεU = u W n and U is ..92" open. Sirr퍼arly. BCV = UY m and V is ..9í 
n n’ 

Dpen. Furthennore. U and V and disjoint. Thus (X. 칸 • ..92") is paÌI wise normal. 

We have as a corollary a result proved by Kelly [2]. 

COROLLARY 1. Any secoχd countable pairwise reg싸'ar bitφological space is 

pairwise χormal. 

COROLLARY 2. Any pairwise compact pairwise regular bitopological space is 

þairwise normal. 

Fletcher, Hoyle and Patty [1] proved the following result. 

THEOREM 2. Any pairwise Hausdorff pairwise compact bitopological space is 

Jbai7zuZse regμlar. 

This, together with Corollary 2. yields the following theorem which is also an 

immediate consequence of Theorems 12 and 13 of Fletcher. Hoyle and patty [1]. 

THEOREM 3. Any pairwise Hausdorff pairwise C01Jφact bitopological space is 

þairwise normal. 

THEOREM 4. Let (X, 적， 쭈) be a bitopological space. If ..9í is regμlar with 

respect to ..92" a:싫 (X, 걷) is second countable. the.κ eνery ..9í closed set z's a 킹Gö' 

PROOF. Let A be a 칸 closed set. If A=X we are through. Otherwise. for each 

꿇A there is a 칸 open set U % such that xεu，，，ζ 킹 cl U",CX-A. Let {V,,: 씬N. 
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the Íntegers} be a.c뻐파able 벼se for (X. ‘.9í). Then xEVn(x)CUx for some integer 

R쩌. Now Vn(x)ζ~clV% irnp파es that，(쪽 cl V n(xY OA= 4>. and hence A= n {X 

-킹 cl Vn(x) : x$A}. The number of àistinct integers n(x) is countable. so that 

A is a 킹 Go• 

The next result is an improvement of Coro l1ary 1. Fir st we need the following 

definition. 

DEFINIl'ION 4.. α ，ane , [3D (X. 칸， 횟) is pairwise perfectly normal if it lS 

pairwise llOl'Il1al. each 칸 closed set is a 킹 Gδ and each 횟 closed set is a 적 Gδ· 

THEOREM 5. If(.K, 킹， 킹) is pairwise reg씨ar and second countable then it is 

뼈Twise perfectly normal. 

PROOF. The 따irw싫e nor때lity of (X. 칸， 킹) follows from 

closed sets are appropriate G，δs by Theorem 4. Furthermore. 

Corollary 1. 
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